
Mahindra Comviva’s Call Management Suite allows operator to capture revenues from 
otherwise failed calls and stimulate network usage by increasing the rate of call        
completion. The suite comprises of: 

Missed Call Alert
Delivers instant, yet unobtrusive missed call details, with call back number to the called 
subscriber, to drive call completion and enhance revenues.

No Balance Alert
Sends no balance alerts to the called party, when the call does not get completed due to insuf-
ficient credit balance with the caller.

Missed Call Alert - An Overview
Mahindra Comviva’s Missed Call Alert (MCA) solution smartly handles and manages every 
missed call converting them into revenue opportunities for the operator. 

Mahindra Comviva’s MCA system employs a modular and scalable 
architecture to design a user-centric mechanism that captures every 
call attempt when the subscriber is unavailable and automatically 
transmits missed call notifications over SMS when the subscriber 
becomes available. The subscriber gets to know who has called and 
when, and receives all the information needed to return the call.

Through its Notify Me feature, the system informs the caller when the called party becomes 
available in the network, encouraging the caller to try and call again.

Call Management
Maximizing Revenues from Voice Traffic

Incomplete calls in the network result in loss of revenue for the operator

Approx. 20% of call attempts are missed due to network problems, out of reach situations, 
or phone being switched off

15-20% of calls in network fail due to insufficient balance with the prepaid callers

20-25% of subscribers call back when notified about the failed attempt to reach them 1 Missed Call

No Network

Insufficient Balance

Hence, missed call or no balance alerts can help operators convert missed
revenue opportunities into actual revenues.

Source: Mahindra Comviva internal research
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Operators Benefits

Highlights
Offers flexibility to block NBAs to off-network called parties
Provides configurable limits to the number of NBAs that a subscriber can send per 
day/week/month
Enables subscribers to maintain a selected list of numbers to which they intend to send NBAs
Allows operator to add advertisements in the NBA alerts

Improved network usage and ARPU
Enhanced customer experience and loyalty
Brand differentiation 
Wider customer reach – targets even low income users
Flexibility to add promotional messages with alerts

Improved service experience
Unique service catering to BoP users
Salvage in emergency situations 
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No Balance Alert - An Overview
Mahindra Comviva’s No Balance Alert (NBA) is an innovative proposition where the called party 
receives a ‘call back’ request in form of NBA notification when the call does not get completed 
due to insufficient credit balance with the caller.

Party A Party B

SMS from Party A
You do not have sufficient balance 
to make the call. Your call back 
request has been sent to the 
called number.

Hi!
I want to speak 
to you but i 
have no 
balance left. 
Please call me.

Subscriber initiates a call to Party B, which fails 
due to insuficinet credit balance with the 
subscriber.

Party B receives NBA SMS from
Party A requesting call back.
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Mahindra Comviva is the global leader in providing mobile financial and VAS solutions. It’s a subsidiary of 
Tech Mahindra and a part of the USD 15.9 billion Mahindra Group. With an extensive portfolio of solutions 
spanning mobile finance, content, infotainment, messaging, mobile data and managed VAS services, 
Mahindra Comviva enables service providers to enhance customer experience, rationalize costs and 
accelerate revenue growth. Its solutions are deployed by over 130 mobile service providers and financial 
institutions in over 90 countries and enrich the lives of over a billion people, globally.
For more information, please visit www.mahindracomviva.com


